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L - and M -electron populations of fast xenon ions traveling in gases

V. Horvat, R. L. Watson, and J. M. Blackadar
Cyclotron Institute and Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843

~Received 15 August 1997!

Spectra ofL x rays emitted by 5.2- to 14.4-MeV/nucleon Xe ions traveling in gaseous targets of He, Ne, and
Ar have been measured with a curved crystal spectrometer. Detailed spectral analysis provided estimates of the
average projectile charges and the averageL- andM -electron populationsinside the gases. In comparisons of
the present results for gases with those obtained previously for solids, it was found that Xe ions emittingL
x rays in solids have, on average, many moreL vacancies than those that emitL x rays in gases. Average
charges deduced for Xe ions traveling in Ar gas were 2.3 units lower than the average charges of Xe ions
traveling in solid KCl.@S1050-2947~98!08605-3#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 32.30.Rj
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that energetic heavy ions trave
in gases emerge with lower average charges than those
characterize the equilibrium charge distributions of io
emerging from solids. This observation is qualitatively co
sistent with ideas that evolved out of the early work on st
ping powers by Bohr and Lindhard@1#. In a gas, the averag
time between collisions that excite or ionize inner-shell el
trons of a projectile ion is generally long compared to t
time required for relaxation back to the ground state, wher
in the high density environment of a solid, the collision fr
quency may be shorter than inner-shell relaxation tim
Therefore, inner-shell electrons are expected to be more
nerable to ionization via multiple collisions in solids tha
they are in gases.

The validity of the above explanation was brought in
question by early measurements of heavy ion stopping p
ers (dE/dx), which failed to find any significant difference
between thedE/dx values for gases and solids@2,3#. Conse-
quently, Betz and Grodzins were led to argue that, while
states of excitation may be appreciably different, the eff
tive charges inside gases and solids are essentially the
@4#. According to their model, the enhanced charges exh
ited by ions emerging from solid targets result from ad
tional electron loss outside the target via the Auger deca
inner-shell vacancies. Because of the low collision freque
in gases, very few ions are expected to emerge from
targets with inner-shell vacancies and, hence, this would
plain why the charges of ions emerging from solids are lar
than the charges of ions emerging from gases.

Over the years, several attempts at determining
charges of ionsinside solids have been reported@5,6#, and
the results of these measurements have clearly shown
under certain conditions, Auger decay indeed does cause
charges of ions emerging from solids to increase by sev
units over those that exist inside. In more recent times, h
ever, new stopping power measurements have revealed a
nificant gas-solid effect in which gas stopping powers
observed to be systematically lower than those observed
solid media@7–11#. The effect is found to be largest for hig
Z1 projectiles and lowZ2 targets. Thus, it now appears th
571050-2947/98/57~5!/3635~6!/$15.00
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there is some truth in both points of view.
The inner-shell vacancy states of fast ions traveling

matter can be characterized by examination of the x rays t
emit. Therefore, x-ray spectral measurements provide a
tential means of investigating the effects of target density
the distribution of inner-shell vacancy states. Moreover,
ray energies are sensitive to the number of outer-shell e
trons attached to the projectile and, hence, they also fur
information concerning the charges of ionsinside the target
medium. In a recent study ofL x-ray emission by 6- to
15-MeV/nucleon Xe ions traveling in solids, methods we
developed for estimating projectileL- and M -shell electron
populations fromL x-ray spectra@12,13#. It was shown that
under suitable conditions, reliable estimates of the io
charges of projectiles in solid targets can be obtained by
technique. In an effort to compare the states of fast Xe i
traveling in gases and solids, similar measurements h
been performed on a variety of gas targets and the s
analysis methods applied to the determination of elect
populations and ionic charges. The results of this study
presented herein, and they provide further~independent!
verification that the charges of ions traveling in gases
substantially lower than those of ions traveling in solids.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Beams of 6-, 8-, 10-, and 15-MeV/nucleon Xe with initi
charges ranging from 171 ~6 MeV/nucleon! to 251 ~15
MeV/nucleon! were extracted from the Texas A&M K-50
superconducting cyclotron, charge analyzed, and optic
focused on a Zn/CdS phosphor with the aid of a clos
circuit television camera. The beam passed through a 2 mm
diam collimator located directly in front of the target gas c
and its intensity was monitored by measuring the curr
generated in a Faraday cup positioned directly behind
exit window of the gas cell.

The beam entrance and exit apertures of the gas cell w
sealed from the vacuum system by means of 2.1 mg/2

nickel foils. This closed-cell design enabled spectral m
surements to be performed with targets of He, Ne, and A
pressures up to 1 atm. While most of the spectra were ta
at a nominal pressure of 700 Torr, measurements investi
ing the pressure dependence of XeL x-ray emission in a Ne
3635 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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target were pursued down to 50 Torr. The first Ni gas c
window caused the beam to enter the gas cell with the e
librium charge distribution of a slightly lower energy bea
emerging from a solid. The average energy of the Xe pro
tiles ~in MeV/nucleon! after passing through the Ni window
was reduced to 5.2~from 6.0!, 7.2 ~from 8.0!, 9.3 ~from
10.0!, and 14.4~from 15.0!. The distance between the e
trance and exit apertures was 1.5 cm and the x rays w
viewed through a 540mg/cm2 mylar window at the top of
the cell. A collimator placed over the x-ray window re
stricted the projectile path length viewed by the spectrom
to 0.33 cm.

A 12.7-cm Johansson-type curved-crystal spectrom
with the focal circle oriented perpendicular to the beam a
was used to record the XeL x-ray spectra. Energy calibratio
of the x-ray spectrometer was performed using the meas
diffraction positions of theKa1,2 andKb1 peaks fluoresced
in solid targets containing K, Ca, and Mn, as well as t
La1,2 peak fluoresced in a Xe gas target. It was found t
the position of theLa1,2 peak of Xe agreed quite well with
the calibration curve defined by the other reference pe
verifying that the geometric conditions were the same
both solid and gas targets. The energy calibration w
checked several times during the course of each run.

FIG. 1. Spectra ofL x rays emitted by 5.2-MeV/nucleon Xe
ions traveling in the indicated gases~top panels! and the indicated
solids ~bottom panels!.

FIG. 2. Spectra ofL x rays emitted by 7.2-MeV/nucleon Xe
ions traveling in the indicated gases~top panels! and the indicated
solids ~bottom panels!.
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spectrometer had a resolution of 17 eV~FWHM! at an en-
ergy of 5000 eV. Further details concerning the gas c
spectrometer, and the electronic apparatus are given in R
@12,14#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Qualitative features of the spectra

Spectra obtained in the current investigation using H
Ne, and Ar gas targets are compared with those obtai
previously@13# using Li, NaF, and KCl solid targets in Figs
1–4. They reveal that the average electron configurations
quite different for Xe projectiles traveling in gases and s
ids. The structural features in the solid-target XeL x-ray
spectra are due primarily to overlapping sets ofLa, Lb1 ,
and Lb3 peaks from initial state configurations involvin
different numbers ofL electrons. For example, the spectru
for a Li target~at an incident projectile energy of 5.2 MeV
nucleon! in Fig. 1 displays twoLa peaks in the energy rang
4300–4700 eV—one arising from singleL-vacancy configu-
rations and the other from doubleL-vacancy configurations
The structure in the energy range 4700–5300 eV is due
the Lb peaks from these sameL-vacancy configurations. I

FIG. 3. Spectra ofL x rays emitted by 9.3-MeV/nucleon Xe
ions traveling in the indicated gases~top panels! and the indicated
solids ~bottom panels!.

FIG. 4. Spectra ofL x rays emitted by 14.4-MeV/nucleon Xe
ions traveling in the indicated gases~top panels! and the indicated
solids ~bottom panels!.
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57 3637L- AND M -ELECTRON POPULATIONS OF FAST XENON . . .
is evident that basically the same structural features
present in the spectrum for a NaF target in Fig. 1, but in t
case the peaks are much broader than those in the spec
for a Li target. The reason for this is that, on average, the
ions traveling in Li have only 1.2M electrons, while those
traveling in NaF have 5.9@12#. Each missingM electron
causes theL x-ray peaks to shift up in energy by approx
mately 24 eV and variations in their number give rise to
observed broadening. The gas target spectra shown in F
all look quite similar and they contain very little contributio
from doubleL-vacancy configurations.

The spectra for an incident projectile energy of 7.2 Me
nucleon~Fig. 2! reveal that multiple ionization of theL shell
increases rapidly with increasing projectile energy in
solid targets~e.g., the tripleL-vacancyLa peak is clearly
visible in the spectrum for a Li target!. The spectra for the
gas targets, on the other hand, look almost the same as
in Fig. 1. Upon closer inspection, however, it becomes e
dent that the peaks are slightly shifted to higher energ
indicating that fewerM electrons are present.

At an incident projectile energy of 9.3 MeV/nucleon~Fig.
3!, the peaks in the gas-target spectra are somewhat narr
than at the lower projectile energies, indicating that ma
more of theM electrons have been removed, and the doub
L-vacancyLa peak has become visible, especially in the
spectrum where it is clearly resolved. Also, a set of unid
tified peaks~centered around 4100 eV! have become rathe
prominent. These mysterious peaks appear in all of the s
tra for gas targets at projectile energies above 7.2 M
nucleon. Moreover, their structure appears to depend on
state of ionization of the projectile, as can be seen by co
paring the spectra obtained with gas targets in Figs. 3 an
They also are observed in spectra obtained with thick
targets and with thin targets~see Fig. 3 of Ref.@12#! at all of
the projectile energies investigated, although their intensi
are greatly reduced relative to theLa peaks. These peaks d
not appear in any of the other spectra for thick solid targ
This last observation may indicate that they originate fr
metastable states that, because of their relatively long
times, are highly quenched in the high density environm
of a solid.

The spectrum for a He target undergoes a remarka
transformation in going from an incident projectile energy
9.3 MeV/nucleon~Fig. 3! to 14.4 MeV/nucleon~Fig. 4!. In
the latter case, the peaks are very narrow and there are
stantial contributions from electron configurations with
many as fourL vacancies. Another interesting point is that
the unidentified peaks~below 4400 eV in Fig. 4! are ex-
cluded, this spectrum closely resembles the spectrum for
target at 9.3 MeV/nucleon~Fig. 3!. The 14.4 MeV/nucleon
spectra for Ne and Ar targets are almost identical. They
play observable contributions from electron configuratio
having up to threeL vacancies, and their structure close
resembles that displayed by the spectra for Li targets at
and 7.2 MeV/nucleon.

As the Xe ions emerged from the Ni gas cell entran
window and traveled to the spectrometer observation reg
they adjusted to a new charge distribution characteristic
the gas. Since the target thickness required to reach a
equilibrium distribution is not known, it was necessary
check to see if theL x-ray spectra were pressure depende
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Spectra were measured for 14.4 MeV/nucleon Xe ions in
at pressures of 50, 100, and 700 Torr~equivalent target
thicknesses of 41, 81, and 570mg/cm2, respectively!. TheL
x-ray spectra at all of these pressures looked nearly iden
to the one in Fig. 4 and, hence, it was concluded that e
the L x-ray spectrum obtained with a He target at 700 T
~equivalent thickness of 113mg/cm2! was representative of a
fully equilibrated beam.

B. Quantitative analysis of the spectra

The spectra obtained in the present investigation w
analyzed using the fitting procedure described in@13#. Since
the projectile energies in the gas targets were well defin
the application of Doppler shift corrections was straightfo
ward, in contrast to the problems encountered with th
solid targets of low atomic number in which the x rays a
observable over a wide range of projectile energies as t
slow down in the target. The results of this analysis are giv
in Table I. Estimates of the average charges rely on the
sumption that all shells above theM shell are empty. This
assumption is quite reasonable since the projectile velocit
much larger than the outer-shell electron orbital velocit
and hence the Bohr criterion is well satisfied. Moreover
was found previously that application of this same analy
procedure~including the above assumption! to the determi-
nation of the average charges of Xe ions emerging from t
carbon targets yielded average charges that were in g
agreement with those determined by magnetic analysis@12#.
It should be noted that theL- and M -electron populations
and average projectile charges listed in Table I apply only
those ions that emitL x rays~i.e., ions that have lost at leas
oneL electron and retained at least oneM electron!. In order
to estimate the average ionic charges of all the ions, i
necessary to know both the fraction of ions having zeroL

TABLE I. Average projectileL- and M -electron populations
~n̄L and n̄M!, average projectile charges (Q̄), and charge distribu-
tions widths (sQ) determined from least-squares fitting analysis
the spectra ofL x rays emitted by Xe ions traveling in gases. Th
estimated uncertainties are60.4 for n̄L and n̄M , and60.6 for Q̄.

Incident
projectile
energy

~MeV/nucleon! Target n̄L n̄M Q̄ sQ

5.2 He 7.0 7.5 37.5 2.1
Ne 7.0 8.1 36.9 2.1
Ar 7.0 6.6 38.4 2.0

7.2 He 6.9 6.3 38.8 2.1
Ne 6.9 6.1 39.0 2.1
Ar 6.8 4.8 40.4 2.0

9.3 He 6.9 1.6 43.5 1.2
Ne 6.9 4.0 41.1 1.8
Ar 6.7 2.5 42.8 1.7

14.4 He 5.4 1.0 45.6 1.6
Ne 6.4 1.3 44.3 1.3
Ar 6.3 1.3 44.4 1.3
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electrons and the fraction of ions having zeroM electrons.
However, corrections to the average charges for these m
ing fractions are relatively small and tend to cancel ea
other since inclusion of the zero-L-vacancy fraction will
lower the average charge by no more than one unit and
clusion of the zero-M -vacancy fraction willraise the average
charge by no more than one unit.

The averageL-shell populationsn̄L listed in Table I for
the He, Ne, and Ar targets decrease very slowly with proj
tile energy and show little dependence on the target ato
number, except at an incident energy of 14.4 MeV/nucle
where then̄L value for He suddenly decreases by 1.5 el
trons. The averageM -shell populationsn̄M , on the other
hand, decrease much more rapidly with projectile energy
they display a higher sensitivity to the target species. In g
eral, theL- andM -shell populations obtained in the prese
analysis of spectra for gas targets are substantially la
than those obtained previously@12,13# for solid targets of
comparable~average! atomic number. In the case ofn̄L , the
gas target values are larger by approximately 0.7 units a
incident projectile energy of 5.2 MeV/nucleon and by 2
units at 14.4 MeV/nucleon. The values ofn̄M in gases are
approximately 1.8 units larger than those in solids at an
cident projectile energy of 5.2 MeV/nucleon, but as the
ergy increase,n̄M approaches unity for both target media.

A simple model can be utilized to predict the behavior
the L-electron population. As an ion travels through matt
it occasionally suffers a relatively close collision with a
atom of the medium, causing it to lose one of itsL electrons.
Subsequently, theL vacancy will be filled either by an elec
tron transition from a higher shell~primarily the M shell in
the current case! or by capture of an electron to the projecti
L shell from an atom of the medium. If the rates of these t
processes are large compared to the rate ofL-shell ioniza-
tion, only transitions from ions having singleL vacancies
will appear in theL x-ray spectrum. Conversely, if the rate
for filling an L vacancy are smaller than the rate for produ
ing one, then multipleL vacancies will accumulate in con
secutiveL-shell ionizing collisions. Within the framework o
this simplified picture, the net rate of change of theL-shell
population is given by the rate equation

dnL

dt
5lF~NL2nL!2l InL , ~1!

wherel I is the rate constant forL-shell ionization,lF is the
rate constant forL-vacancy filling ~via capture and decay!,
andNL is the number ofL shell electrons in a neutral atom
~eight!. Transformation of the time dependence to a tar
depth dependence@e.g., dnL /dx5(1/v)(dnL /dt), wherex
is depth andv is projectile velocity# and solution of the
resulting differential equation yield

nL5nL
`1~NL2nL

`!e2Ax, ~2!

where A5(lF1l I)/v and nL
` is the value ofnL at large

depths~i.e., whenx>the equilibrium thickness!. The expres-
sion for nL

` may be written in terms of cross sections

nL
`5S sF

sF1s I
DNL . ~3!
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~Cross section is related to rate constant bys5l/@hv#,
where h is the atom density of the target.! With
R5sF /s I , the fractionalL-shell population at equilibrium
becomes

f L
`5

nL
`

NL
5

R

R11
. ~4!

Rate constants for transitions from theM shell to theL
shell in Xe range from 2.931015 s21 for atoms with a single
L vacancy and a fully populatedM shell @15,16# to approxi-
mately 1.731013 s21 for atoms with a singleL vacancy and
a singleM electron. At a projectile energy of 14.4 MeV
nucleon, conversion of these rate constants into their equ
lent cross sections~under the conditions of the gas targ
measurements! gives values of 2.4310214 cm2 and
1.4310216 cm2 for a fully occupiedM shell and a singly
occupiedM shell, respectively. Combining these numbe
with cross sections forL-shell ionization and capture~esti-
mated using the ECPSSR model@17,18#! yields R values
ranging from 1.33106 to 7.43103 for a He target and from
1.93104 to 1.13102 for an Ar target. Hence, this simpl
model predicts that multipleL-vacancy accumulation shoul
be entirely negligible for all of the gas target cases exami
in the present investigation. Experimentally this is true~or
nearly so! for all of the spectra obtained at projectile energ
below 14.4 MeV/nucleon. TheR values predicted for solids
are much smaller than for gases due to the higher atom
sity of the solid state. For example, the estimatedR values
for a solid KCl target~same average atomic number as A!
range from 27~fully occupiedM shell! to 0.16~singly occu-
pied M shell!. Therefore, the experimental results obtain
from the solid target spectra are quite consistent with
model predictions.

One possible explanation for the observation of high
amounts of multiple ionization than predicted in the spec
obtained with gases at a projectile energy of 14.4 Me
nucleon is that the ionization of XeL electrons via collisions
with the electrons of the target medium becomes energ
cally possible above 9.2 MeV/nucleon. However, beca
the ions have lost manyM electrons, the associate
L-electron binding-energy increases shift the onset of con
butions from this additional ionization mechanism to sign
cantly higher projectile energies.~The energy at which Xe
ions with fully strippedM shells achieve the same avera
velocity as theirL-shell electrons is approximately 14.
MeV/nucleon!. While the electron-electron ionizatio
mechanism might account for the small degree of multip
L-shell ionization observed in the spectra obtained with
Ne and Ar targets, it cannot explain the high relative inte
sities of x rays from multipleL-vacancy states appearing
the spectrum obtained with a He target. The most lik
cause of this unexpected behavior is that at 14.4 Me
nucleon in He the Xe ions have lost essentially all of theirM
electrons and, hence, theL vacancies produced in consec
tive collisions become ‘‘frozen in’’ because there are no d
cay channels available for filling them and the cross secti
for electron capture in He are extremely small. Therefore,
only ions that emitL x rays are the relatively few that hap
pen to pick up anM electron as they pass through the spe
trometer observation region.
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57 3639L- AND M -ELECTRON POPULATIONS OF FAST XENON . . .
C. Average charges

The average charges determined for Xe ions traveling
He, Ne, and Ar are shown as a function of the average p
jectile energy at the center of the spectrometer viewing
gion in Fig. 5~a!. As expected from the appearance of t
x-ray spectra, there is very little evidence for any significa
dependence of the average charge on the atomic numb
the target. Figure 5~b! shows the correlation between th
average charge and the averageL x-ray energy. It is to be
expected that the average charge should be closely conn
to the average x-ray energy, and the fact that these quant
which were determined independently, do display a high
gree of correlation lends confidence to the reliability of t
analysis procedure.

In view of the current state of uncertainty concerning t
average charges of fast ions traveling in solids and gases
of interest to compare the present charges deduced from
L x-ray spectra of Xe ions in gases with those obtained p
viously for Xe ions in solids. Unfortunately, as was shown
Ref. @13#, low-Z2 solid targets, such as Li and NaF, are qu
transparent to XeL x rays and, hence, contributions to th
spectrum originate from a wide range of depths. This me
that the charges deduced from x-ray spectra for low-Z2 tar-
gets have been averaged over a large range of projectile
ergies. However, in the case of a KCl target, the relativ

FIG. 5. Average charges of Xe ions that emitL x rays in the
indicated gas targets as a function of~a! average projectile energy a
the center of the observation region, and~b! averageL x-ray en-
ergy.
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high absorption coefficients for XeL x rays greatly limit the
depth from which they may be detected. Hence, even a th
KCl target is ‘‘thin’’ with respect to the XeL x-ray spec-
trum, and so the projectiles that emit detectable x rays in
target are characterized by a small energy loss and a
defined average energy. The average charges determine
Xe ions traveling in solid KCl and gaseous Ar are compa
in Fig. 6. It is evident from this figure that the average cha
is higher in the solid than in the gas by approximately 2
units over the whole range of energies investigated. Bim
et al. @10# have deduced effective charges for 3.5 Me
nucleon Ne, Ar, Cu, Kr, and Ag ions in a variety of solid an
gaseous substances from stopping power measurements
trapolation of their results to 3.5 MeV/nucleon Xe ion
yields an effective charge in solids that is higher by appro
mately 1.5 units than that for gases atZ2518.

The charge distribution widths listed in Table I are com
parable to those for ions emerging from solid targets@19#.
Also, the value ofsQ obtained for an Ar target is similar to
the value obtained previously for a KCl target.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The spectra ofL x rays emitted by 5.2- to 14.4-MeV
nucleon Xe ions traveling in gas targets of He, Ne, and
have been measured. Analysis of the spectra has prov
estimates of the average projectileL- andM -electron popu-
lations, and the projectile ionic charges inside the gase
media. It was found that the average number of XeL elec-
trons decreased only slightly over the projectile energy ra
from 5.2 to 9.3 MeV/nucleon, while the average number
Xe M electrons decreased quite rapidly. The expected r
for L-vacancy production by ionization, andL-vacancy fill-
ing by M -to-L transitions and electron capture to theL shell
from the target medium, are consistent with the relativ
small contributions of multiple-L-vacancy states observed
theL x-ray spectra obtained for all of the gases in this ene
range. However, the increased contributions to theL x-ray
spectra from Xe ions having multipleL vacancies observed
at 14.4 MeV/nucleon were attributed to the onset ofL-shell
ionization via electron-electron collisions and the high
stripped condition of theM shell. This latter factor, which
causesL vacancies produced in consecutiveL-shell ionizing

FIG. 6. Average charges of Xe ions that emitL x rays in gas-
eous Ar and solid KCl as a function of average projectile energ
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collisions to become ‘‘frozen in’’ when there are noM elec-
trons available forL-vacancy filling transitions, had a dra
matic effect on the x-ray spectrum for 14.4 MeV/nucleon
ions traveling in He.

Comparison of the presentL x-ray spectra for Xe ions
traveling in gases with those measured previously for
ions traveling in solids having comparable~average! atomic
numbers revealed that multipleL-vacancy production is
much more probable in solids than in gases. This observa
was found to be consistent with the fact that the collis
frequency is much larger in the high density environment
a solid than it is in a gas. The estimated ionic charges for
s

er
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h-

e

e

on

f
e

ions traveling in gaseous Ar were 2.3 units lower than tho
determined for Xe ions traveling in solid KCl. This observ
tion confirms conclusions about the average charges of
heavy ions in gases and solids deduced from stopping po
measurements.
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